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domains of concern

Dr.KAMAL BHATTACHARYYA @

Artificial Intelligence is now selling like hot cake.  Every university of the
world is branding AI under their courses. The objective of AI is to replace
human effort and work in precision that requires skills and tenacity, like
medical operation or quick calculation and many more.  AI is nothing but
collection of data that are premeditatedly stored in sequence and
prompted by command and does the work.  It is nothing but systematic
action and reaction but with limited boundary that means if the machine
is not fitted with a particular responsive data the machine will fail to act. 
For example if a robot is fitted with data to response against good
morning to good morning and good night to good night, and if it is not
fitted with data of good evening, and if you say to it good evening, it will
not reply anything.  But now AI is working under manipulating data, and
the artificial intelligence will select the data from the store and put them
together by itself and be responsive.  On the other hand spirituality is
automated action and reaction and spontaneously takes its decision
without harbouring any other support.

Does it have any influence of AI on spirituality?  Will AI be able to affect
spirituality? Let us discus four major domains of concern and the
distinctions and relations of AI and Spirituality.  The cliché is that every
invention has good and bad effects.  AI might have more good effect on
human being and society and less adverse effect and vice versa.  The
possibility of AI is abundant and acknowledged. Since AI will be used by
human, so ethics are involved like all other applied sciences.   There are
cannons of ethics to follow.  So to discuss this issue I will keep it under
the area of human understanding and philosophy common for every
religion.  The first domain of concern is concentration, patience and
attention. Surprisingly the common field of every spiritual philosophy is
concentration.  Every spiritual teaching teaches to be first concentrate be
it Buddhist philosophy, Vedanta Philosophy, Jain Philosophy.  AI by dint
of its advanced technology is peeping in our privacy and attention.  It is
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causing social dilemma in the society. The social media platforms are
providing us services and without any cost, and surprisingly we the users
become the product unwittingly in the hands of the companies.  AI is
harping on our attention.  Every now and then our mobile phone sounds
of some message, and we cannot control but to see the contents and these
companies compel us to see the message or advertisement and earn
money out of your attention. So here the AI is seeking our attention
successfully and we are gradually being doll in the hands of technology. 
 It is beautifully explained by Swami Sarvapriyananda in a lecture by
United Nation that the Mobile phones, which are a product of AI,
gradually making us addicted to them.  It is like the gambling machine in
Las Vegas to train our neuropsychology and production of dopamine and
snatch your attention.  This is truly insidious of this domain.  So
technologies are not neutrals, like guns are available with every adult
individual in America but they are kept in gun cabinet so that they do get
into the hands of the minors. The damage has been done in the mode of
continuous partial attention.  People’s attention has been intermittent
and rest of the attention has been channelized on our phones and our
attention is generating money for the MNC through advertisements. So
we are the product. So technology will affect the spirituality and it will
reduce the attention power surreptitiously.

The second domain of concern is the selflessness.  The attention deficit
attitude of common people will not lead a life empathically.    If one
cannot pay attention to one’s neighbor the life will not be lived worth.
Altruistic life will be rare in the society.  AI will reduce the arena of the
person who will be more engaged in him.  Spirituality within general
people will be less.  Kathoponishad explains that we are unable to realize
the truth because we are distracted with external affairs, our body,
possession, love, sex, so technology will lead us further from the inner-
realization to materialistic world. AI will compel us to be immersed in
virtual world and cutoff from the external world. We will be less
compassionate as to be compassionate we require attention.

The third domain is devoutness or adherence whatever you may call.  All
theist and atheist practitioners follow one thing in common which is
sacrifice, love and devoutness to somebody who is greater than us. Our
demands are flowing in different directions and devotion means to
collectively sacrifice all these demands to somebody or some entity
referred as God, or any other names. The profit making technology in the
form of AI will be a substantial helping hand to fulfill the little desires of
human being and reduce the possibility of faith and devotion.
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Finally the area which is also an area of concern is the knowledge of
discovering and analyzing ourselves.  The Vedanta, the human spirituality
and AI both analyze our demands, but both do it differently. Spiritually,
as Vedanta says, we are neither body nor soul but an accumulated energy
of light transcends from the higher self.  On the other hand AI analyzes
our thought pattern, speech pattern and behavior pattern and builds
enormous database and analyses using algorithm and micromanaged the
human desire. But AI will not be able to find anything higher or greater
transcendent beyond this. Therefore there is vast difference between
spirituality and AI, and bases are different.  AI based on materialistic
consciousness which can be controlled and manipulated. Spirituality is
not materialistic feeling but transcendent and it is indivisible.
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The aggressive and planned manner in which Chinese companies have
forayed globally, poses a risk not just to the economic interests but also
the defence interests of the collaborating and neighbour nations.

Recent reports by Wall Street Journal have revealed that the US
intelligence agencies found evidence of construction work on what they
believed was a secret Chinese military facility in the United Arab
Emirates, and which was stopped after Washington’s intervention.

It says that satellite imagery of the Port Khalifa revealed suspicious
construction work inside a container terminal built and operated by a
Chinese shipping corporation, Cosco. It included huge excavations
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